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ABSTRACT  
Women all the globe ar subjected to harsh treatments 

in each walk of life; be it within the fields of political authority, 
ethical authority, social privileges, management of property and 
even within the domain of family too. This male dominant 
society is finally witnessing a forceful modification by shift from 
a patriarchic hierarchy to a feminist society. The conflict of 
feminism everywhere the globe has had its influence on Bharat 
furthermore. 
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INTRODUCTION  

There are a unit numerous measures adopted to cause a modification within the standing of ladies 
everywhere the country. The state of Bihar is one such backward region of the country that is functioning 
towards the rebellion of the standing of ladies below the leadership of Nitish Kumar. The population of Bihar 
in keeping with the foremost recent analysis is 103,805,000 wherever around forty three,243,795 contains 
the male population and thirty-nine,754,714 constitutes the feminine numbers, wherever the magnitude 
relation of male to feminine is 50:50 girls area unit still being given a secondary position in our society. This 
downside isn't solely persistent in Bihar alone, however in most components of the country. Yet within the 
last decade we've witnessed Bihar creating stupendous progress in terms of ascent the standing of ladies.[1-
3] The state of Bihar was below the grip of mis-governance and ‘Gunda Raj’ for nearly fifteen years of the 
Lalu-Rabri rule. This bent a significant reverse within the progress of the state. The pre-Nitish Kumar rule had 
seen the worst per capita financial gain in Bihar throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s. The rate of the state was 
unrelentlessly increasing too. The infrastructure was among the worst within the country. The declining 
progress rate of Bihar was moving the feminine people quite the male. One of the foremost exceptional 
progress of the Nitish Kumar government is that the growth of attainment rate among the feminine. so as to 
preserve attainment among girls, a Mukhyamantri Balika Cycle Yojna was initiated that has vie a awfully vital 
role within the raise of the standing of ladies. within the chief minister’s words ” among many welfare 
initiatives taken by our government over the past four years, the Mukhyamantri Balika Cycle Yojna is 
incredibly getting ready to my heart. it's modified the face of Bihar with lakhs of schoolgirls riding bicycles to 
their faculties everyday with a purpose. before the launch of this project quite 3 years a gone it absolutely 
was rare to search out a girl riding a bicycle even on the streets of Patna 
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DISCUSSION  
One of the most important factors for the retardation of the state is that the over-dependence on 

agriculture. The proportion of the agricultural wokforce utilized in agriculture has unerect down from 
seventy eight % in 2004-05 to sixty seven % in 2010. This has created opportunities for the feminine to travel 
for ball-hawking jobs. This initiative can facilitate not solely in deducing the speed ladies|of ladies} quitting 
from highschool however also will persuade be a major step towards women authorization. The second 
major tool to propagate ladies authorization in state was the introduction of fifty % reservation for girls in 
panchayats .[2] Ladies in state ar currently seen all over in political circles and at the council level. state was 
the primary Indian state to voluntarily raise the reservation of seats for girls in panchayats and district 
boards to fifty %. This initiative had galvanized numerous different Indian states likewise. The fifty % 
reservation given to ladies in panchayats has had a positive influence that gave them the boldness to shed 
away their inhibitions and are available forward by breaking the shackles of dependency. council election 
within the year 2011 witnessed the enrollment of 3 hundred thousand ladies candidates from the whole 
state. These members ar creating a amendment in society. The chief minister of state has shown 
appreciative amendment of perspective as compared to the opposite politicians once it involves the reason 
behind and tools of preventing rape. He powerfully expresses his unorthodox views that rape is that the 
results of a perverted and sick attitude.. Therefore smart governance isn't solely a conjecture in gift day state 
however the govt. stands firm on their plans of adjusting the standing of girls within the state. the govt. has 
taken serious actions in numerous zones to push welfare {of ladies|of girls|of ladies} and plans to continue 
the positive add the longer term to eradicate the continual evils against women. 
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